why social?
SOCIAL SPACES ARE SHAPING OFFICE CULTURE AND CHANGING THE CULTURE OF WORK
say hello.

to Studio TK.

With an exclusive focus on social applications, we are helping bridge the gap between the spaces where we work and the culture we aspire to create.
let’s talk social.

At Studio TK, we’re committed to helping architects and designers harness the power of social spaces to build a culture of choice, connection and community in the workplace.

public
Settings to pause and gather in the commons

greeting
Settings to gracefully welcome visitors

between
Middle ground for unscheduled interactions

lounge
Relaxed settings to gather or seek refuge

café
Settings to refresh and socialize

culture hub
Community centers to connect and celebrate culture

personal
Private settings for focus

collaboration
Settings to support group work
Social spaces allow people to choose how, where and with whom they do their best work. Whether catching up with colleagues, collaborating on a project, or finding time to focus, social spaces offer a range of options for all kinds of work.
choice
connection
community

work.
wherever.

social
open
modular
distinctive
innovative
forward-thinking
contemporary
between

between
fractals
b&b cosmos table
envita task table
diverse
casual
versatile
meaningful
comfortable
harmonious
culture hub
fostering connections.

Social spaces cultivate connections between people, work, and the places they occupy. This promotes creativity and improves the flow of information, which allows for a productive work culture to thrive.
connect the thoughts.
relaxed
sociable
comfortable
adaptable
interactive
freedom
lounge

lounge
infinito
evita task tables
juntura stools
public infinito
personable
adaptable
balanced
interactive
approachable
communal
public
public
infinito
empowering choice.

let's talk social.

building community.

culture expressed.

fostering connections.

work. wherever.
Social spaces are where people from across the office converge. They serve to both preserve company culture and spread it throughout the organization.
start a group chat.
dynamic
mobile
diverse
harmonious
flexible
composed

culture hub
collaborative
cover

meet
engage
converse
focused
composed
stylish
collaborative
At Studio TK, we’re passionate about the transformative power of social spaces.

With our exclusive focus on social applications, we’re helping architects and designers create spaces that empower people to choose how, where and with whom they do their best work. From quiet focus to creative collaboration, social spaces are where connections are formed and communities are built.

We want to bridge the gap between the spaces where we work and the culture we aspire to create. By harnessing the power of our social applications, our goal is to create a new type of workplace with improved wellbeing and increased productivity.

Welcome to the social office.